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Presentation {guidelines + overview}
You will give {2} three to four minute well communicated presentation that demonstrates both your knowledge
{research} and insight {informed opinions} on your contemporary artist. Relevant digital visuals are expected. These
presentations will occur based on the lecture calendar provided during our first week of lecture, also available on
shsuWASH.com.
You will give two presentations in lecture this semester. The first presentation will focus on the historical artist you
were assigned and your second presentation will focus on the contemporary artist you were assigned. Each
presentation will be a three to four minute well communicated presentation on your artist with relevant digital visuals.
See attached calendar of artists for your assigned presentation days. It is crucial that you arrive early on your
scheduled presentation day, late arrivals or no shows will result in a zero.
You will turn in your presentation via jump drive. Label your jump drive with your full name and make sure your
presentation is clearly labeled within your jump drive using your first & last name. A pdf copy of your
presentation images must be turned in to the PRESENTATION BOX in the WASH building by 9pm on the
Thursday evening prior to your assigned presentation day.

Failing to turn in your presentation via jump drive by 9pm on the evening prior to your presentation will result in a
zero.
Your jump drive will be returned immediately following the lecture in which you give your presentation. Your three to
four minute presentation will provide a general introduction to the assigned artist/designer. Download the artist
presentation rubric from shsuWASH.com to learn how your presentations will be graded. Notes are expected to be
taken on all student presentations, and content will be incorporated into several quiz & exam questions.
It would be wise to practice your presentation before you present to a room of 70 people. Being as prepared as
possible will help you feel comfortable and be successful. You are welcome to have notes to assist you in recalling
information, but you are NOT permitted to simply read to us for three to four minutes. Consider how you can make
this interesting to your audience and fun...while still being prepared and professional. Public speaking is a super
valuable skill to have as an artist, designer, animator and photographer.

Choose only TWO of the following areas to cover in your 3-4 minute artist presentation:
{1} Explore + analyze formal themes in their work
{2} Explore + analyze conceptual themes in their work
{3} Explore + analyze material process and artistic practice
{4} Artistic influences {what inspires this artist}

Your presentation will be evaluated by the following components*:
{1} Clearly communicating TWO topic areas, listed above {both in factual content+personal insight}
{2} Professionalism {providing relevant+compatible visuals uploaded ON TIME, during the surface studio PRIOR to
presentation, arriving early day of presentation by 9:15am, being prepared}
{3} Working within the time restrictions of 3-4 minutes {one minute warning will be given by professor; short
presentations, less than 3 minutes, will impact your grade}
{4} Overall ambition
* Please be advised we are not asking for a review of your artist’s resume or a list of dates/accomplishments.

Each Presentation is worth 10% of your final grade in lecture. Your presentation MUST occur during the specific
time slot, based on the lecture calendar. Late work of any kind, arriving late to class or even due to technical issues
will result in a ZERO. You will not be permitted to upload ANYTHING the Friday of your presentation.
SHSU Academic Success Center {936.294.3680} is a wonderful campus resource, They are happy to assist you in organizing
your paper, improving your writing style, identifying and correcting grammatical errors, and can teach you valuable proofreading
techniques. It is highly encouraged to take advantage of this resource. Academic Dishonesty: All students are expected to
engage in all academic pursuits in a manner that is above reproach. Students are expected to maintain complete honesty and
integrity in the academic experiences both in and out of the classroom. Any student found guilty of dishonesty in any phase of
academic work will be subjected to disciplinary action. The University and its oﬃcial representatives may initiate disciplinary
proceedings against a student accused of any form of academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, cheating on an
examination or other academic work which is to be submitted, plagiarism, collusion and the abuse of resource materials.
Plagiarism: The University defines plagiarism as “the appropriation of another’s work or idea and the unacknowledged
incorporation of that work or idea into one’s own work oﬀered for credit.” Plagiarism is considered a serious academic and legal
oﬀense in our culture. Penalties for plagiarism can range from a failing grade on the assignment to expulsion from the university.
The course instructor can determine the penalties of failure for the assignment to failure of the course. The university
disciplinary committee determines penalties of suspension or expulsion.
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